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Abstract

The involvement of business actors in gross human rights abuses and international crimes is not a new phenomenon, as exemplified by the Holocaust or the Rwandan genocide. Nowadays, many European and US-based companies doing business in China, specifically in the Xinjiang province where Uyghurs are persecuted, may be connected to severe human rights abuses. The current business and human rights legal framework, which has developed to include human rights due diligence laws and civil litigation, may not be robust enough for preventing companies from doing business in the region, and punishing them when they do and become connected to abuse. We contend that this framework could be strengthened so as to enhance corporate accountability in the face of gross, state-orchestrated human rights abuses in the region. We consider specific laws that the United States and the European Union have adopted to address this situation, namely the 2022 US Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act and the EU Proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labour on the Union market.
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1 Introduction

The participation of business actors in gross human rights abuses, which may constitute international crimes, has a long history. The colonisation of India by the East India Company;1 German corporations using slave labour during the Second World War;2 Western companies selling arms, computers and vehicles to the Apartheid regime;3 media companies inciting racial hatred during the Rwandan genocide4 and companies trading conflict minerals from Sierra Leone illustrate such involvement.5 Nowadays, companies doing business in China, specifically in the so-called region of ‘Xinjiang’, may also be connected to gross human rights abuses. Respect for human rights in China generally has been a concern for a long time. An important literature documents the involvement and possible complicity of foreign companies in these human rights violations. In a report published in 2009, Amnesty International drew attention on ‘the human rights challenge’ faced by corporations with business activities in China. They underlined, among other issues, the bad working conditions6 and the use of forced labour7 or child labour8 in Chinese factories. Freedom of speech is also regularly violated which is another challenge for corporations.9 In the past few years, media attention has focused on the Uyghurs and other Muslim minorities, who have been living in the North-west of China, deprived of their most basic rights.10

In this article, we focus on the Uyghur situation for two reasons. First, the serious human rights abuses, already labelled as genocide,11 are directly orchestrated by China, which is not just any state. China is the second biggest economy in the world and is at the heart of global supply chains.12 Responses from other States and from companies themselves cannot ignore that fact. Second, we note a well-documented connection between this re-
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gion and prominent European and US-based companies. Studies have shown that well-known brands are linked to these human rights abuses through their supply chain. However, so far, few articles have been written on this topic. This lack of legal scholarship is particularly surprising considering that the Uyghur persecution has led to specific legislation, namely forced labour import bans. Since the adoption of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), which is arguably the most authoritative international instrument in the area of business and human rights, States have mostly focused on disclosure laws and mandatory human rights due diligence (HRDD) laws. But other legislative responses are possible. In 2021, the United States enacted the Uyghur Forced Labour Prevention Act (UFLPA) in 2021 to help the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) enforce Section 307 of the Tariff Act, which prohibits the importation of goods made with forced labour into America and on the US market. Since then, other States have adopted or are considering adopting import bans. Conforming to the United-States-Mexico-Canada agreement, a trade agreement entered into force on 1 July 2020, Canada and Mexico now prohibit the importation of goods made with forced labour into the countries and on their market. A similar prohibition could be introduced in Australia, in the United Kingdom and in the European Union. In September 2022, the European Commission issued a proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labour on the Union market. In this article, we map the legislative responses to the Uyghur persecution in the United States and in the European Union and identify the mains strengths and shortcomings of these responses to tackle State-imposed forced labour. As Deva pointed out, the Uyghur situation shows that the current business and human rights legal framework, focusing on disclosure and HRDD legislations is not sufficient in case of gross human rights abuses, especially when they are state-orchestrated. States shall consider other options as part of their duty to prevent under Pillar I of the UNGPs. We contend that this framework must be strengthened in the face of gross, state-orchestrated human rights abuses in the region, and we discuss the extent to which import ban legislation can reinforce this framework.

The article is organised as follows. We begin by giving an overview of the human rights abuses in the Xinjiang province and showing how companies can be involved in the Uyghur persecution (Section 2). Next, we map and evaluate recent legal initiatives that States have considered to prevent and sanction the involvement of business actors in the Uyghur persecution and which, from our perspective, could strengthen the current BHR framework, if they are correctly implemented. In January 2022, the US Congress passed the Uyghur Forced Labour Prevention Act which aims to ban imports from the region. Because the US import ban is the only one in place, and even if the literature on its effectiveness is limited, we identify its main strengths and shortcomings. Here the goal is to learn from this experience as the European Union is now designing its own proposal (Section 3). In September 2022, the European Commission released a proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labour on the Union market. This promising initiative could usefully complement the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSR D) and the Directive Proposal on Sustainable Due Diligence (CSDD). Disclosure laws and HRDD laws are not a panacea and must be reinforced when gross human rights abuses are at stake. The BHR framework must rely on a mix of legal measures (Section 4). We end with a brief conclusion (Section 5).
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2 Doing Business in the Xinjiang Province

While there have been long-standing tensions in the region between the Uyghurs who seek autonomy and Chinese authorities who want to keep control over it, the situation has deteriorated in recent years.27 Accurately documenting human rights violations in the Xinjiang province is difficult due to a lack of publicly available data and various restrictions.28 Nevertheless, several reports based on testimonies, satellite imagery and leaked government papers have revealed that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) government, since at least 2017, has intensified its persecution of Muslim minority groups living in the Xinjiang area.29 For example, we note reports about internment camps where the Uyghurs live in inhuman conditions,30 are tortured or subjected to other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment,31 including, allegedly, forced organ harvesting.32 Severe violations of human rights have also been carried out outside the camps, notably through massive surveillance of the Uyghurs through facial recognition cameras, homestays by government agents who live with families and access their personal communications.33 The Uyghurs have also suffered from restrictions on freedom of religion in their daily lives. Many traditional practices in Islam such as wearing a veil, having a beard, praying regularly or avoiding alcohol and pork meat seem to be considered as ‘extremist’ under Chinese laws.34 Many mosques and other Islamic sacred sites have been destroyed.35 Muslim minorities have also been forced to work and exposed to other labour abuses in factories located in the Uyghur territory and in other regions of China. Credible evidence suggests that the PRC government has facilitated the mass transfer of Uyghurs from their land to factories across China where they are forced to work.36 Some States have labelled these practices as ‘genocide’.37

Thus, while doing business in China was already complex for Western companies from the perspective of meeting the corporate responsibility of respecting human rights as defined in the UNGPs, the Uyghur situation makes it even more challenging. In July 2020, the US Departments of State, Treasury, Commerce and Homeland Security released a document showing that companies can be involved in the Uyghur persecution in various ways. Business actors can participate in the Uyghur persecution by supplying ‘commodities, software, and technology to entities engaged in such surveillance and forced labor practices’.38 In this regard, some US technology companies – such as Microsoft, Dell or IBM – were suspected of supplying China with equipment and software for monitoring populations in the Xinjiang province.39 Business actors can also be linked to the Uyghur persecution by

“assisting or investing in the development of surveillance tools for the PRC government in Xinjiang, including tools related to genetic collection and analysis”,40 or by “aiding in the construction and operation of internment facilities used to detain Uyghurs and members of other Muslim minority groups, and/or in the construction and operation of manufacturing facilities that are in close proximity to camps and reportedly operated by businesses accepting subsidies from the PRC government to subject minority groups to forced labor”.41

But above all, business actors can be involved in the Uyghur persecution through their supply chains by sourcing goods from Xinjiang, or from entities elsewhere in China connected to the use of forced labor of individuals from Xinjiang, or from entities outside of China that source inputs from Xinjiang.42

As previously mentioned, forced labour is not only located in the Xinjiang province. The government has facilitated the transfer of Uyghurs to factories across China which makes the situation even more challenging for companies supplying goods from this country. The Australian Strategic Policy Institute has identified eighty-two well-known brands in a variety of sectors, suspected to benefit indirectly from Uyghur forced labour through their supply chains. Forced labour is a major concern for companies in the textile sector. Around 80% of China’s cotton is produced in the Xinjiang province, representing around 22% of the global market in 2018-2019.43
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Some major brands of the garment sector have been blamed for sourcing products from Chinese factories selling cotton products tainted with coercive labour.\textsuperscript{44} Some of these brands such as Nike, C&A, State of the Art, Inditex or Uniqlo are even under investigation for \textit{aiding and abetting} the Chinese government with its forced labour programme.\textsuperscript{45} Forced labour is, however, not only a concern for companies in the textile/apparel sector. Other industries are at risks such as the solar energy sector. As mentioned by the US Departments of State, Treasury, Commerce and Homeland Security:

\begin{quote}
mounting evidence indicates that solar products and inputs at nearly every step of the production process, from raw silicon material mining to final solar module assemblies, are linked to known or probable forced labor programs.\textsuperscript{46}
\end{quote}

This is highly problematic considering that Chinese companies play a crucial role in the solar supply chains.\textsuperscript{47} Importation of tomatoes by the food industry or of components used in the automotive and electronic industry could also be tainted with forced labour.\textsuperscript{48} The Australian Strategic Policy Institute identified, for instance, Chinese factories using forced labour that could supply brands such as Apple.\textsuperscript{49}

In reaction, some States have passed laws or are considering passing laws aiming to avoid the importation of goods made with forced labour in the Xinjiang province.

### 3 The US Response

Several measures have been adopted in the United States to sanction and punish persons involved in the Uyghur persecution which create legal, reputational and economic consequences for companies.\textsuperscript{50} The \textit{Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act} was enacted in 2020.\textsuperscript{51} It authorises the US President to impose sanctions such as travel restrictions\textsuperscript{52} and assets freeze\textsuperscript{53} against officials and entities responsible for human rights abuses in the Uyghur region.\textsuperscript{54} Restrictions on exports to Chinese persons that are implicated in gross human rights abuses in the Uyghur region have also been adopted. The Bureau of Industry and Security of the US Department of Commerce has developed an \textit{Entity List}, and foreign persons who are included on this list face restriction to access US goods. Many Chinese companies and Chinese officials responsible for human rights abuses in the Xinjiang province have been added to this list. For instance, in June 2021, five Chinese companies in the energy sector were added to the \textit{Entity List} for utilising forced labour in the Uyghur land.\textsuperscript{55} In July 2021, 14 companies in the IT sector were also added.\textsuperscript{56} Doing business in violation of this prohibition may expose business actors to civil and/or criminal penalties.

Restrictions on imports have also been adopted. Section 307 of the Tariff Act of 1930 prohibits merchandise produced in whole or in part by forced labour from being imported in the United States. The scope of this law is very broad. It applies to every importer and to products of any type and any origin.\textsuperscript{57} Section 307 is implemented by the US CBP which has issued \textit{Withhold Release Orders} (WROs) on certain goods suspected to be produced with forced labour in the Xinjiang province. For instance, in January 2021, the CBP issued a new WRO on all cotton products and tomato products from this area.\textsuperscript{58} The CBP explained that it will not tolerate entrance of products made by using forced labour because it hurts \textit{‘American businesses that respect human rights and also expose unsuspecting consumers to unethical purchases’}.\textsuperscript{59}

In June 2021, a WRO was also issued on silica products from \textit{Hoshine Silicon Industry Co., Ltd.}\textsuperscript{60} Once the CBP has denied entry to those goods, they may be seized and forfeited, and civil penalties may be issued against the importer.
This system was later strengthened in order to help the CBP to enforce Section 307. In December 2021, President Biden signed the UFLPA. It aims to ensure that goods produced in violation of Uyghur rights do not enter the US market. It establishes a rebuttable presumption that goods manufactured or produced in the Xinjiang province, or goods produced by certain entities implicated in the forced labour programme outside of Xinjiang, are made using forced labour and shall not enter the United States. Whereas with Section 307, the CBP must establish that the product could have been made by forced labour, with the adoption of the UFLPA, the burden of proof is reversed and relies on the importers. The presumption applies unless it is shown that the goods were not produced by forced labour or that the UFLPA does not apply. To be eligible for an exception to the UFLPA’s presumption, companies must demonstrate that they use ‘due diligence, effective supply chain tracing’, and ‘supply chain management measures’ to ensure that they do not import any goods made wholly or in part with forced labour from the Xinjiang province. Whereas there is no general mandatory HRDD law in the United States, this requirement incentivises companies to undertake a meaningful human rights due diligence process in an indirect way.

Section 307 and the UFLPA hold great potential. It has been shown in the past, though admittedly in a different context, that forced labour bans can have positive effects, as illustrated by the ‘Top Glove’ case. In July 2020, the CBP issued a WRO against goods produced by Top Glove in Malaysia due to forced labour issues. To obtain the lifting of the ban, Top Glove took measures to address the problem, including reimbursement of approximately US$36 million to around 13,000 workers. The situation is, however, quite different in the Uyghur case. Unlike in Malaysia, it is not an isolated case of forced labour. In Xinjiang, forced labour is massively imposed by the State. Thus, while the positive impact that forced labour import bans may have in this situation is unclear, stopping purchasing and sourcing products tainted by forced labour from this region signals moral disapprobation and puts some pressure on China. Some have shed light on the unintended consequences of forced labour import bans such as factories’ closing that would put workers in worse conditions. Tensions with climate change policies can also arise. As mentioned, China plays a significant role in the production of solar panels and the CBP seized many shipments of solar energy components. Reuters reported in 2022:

“The level of seizures, which has not previously been reported, reflects how a policy intended to heap pressure on Beijing over its Uyghur detention camps in Xinjiang risks slowing the Biden administration’s efforts to decarbonize the U.S. power sector to fight climate change.”

This situation is problematic in the context of the energy transition. Import bans have also been described as ‘political instruments and protectionist trade measures rather than human rights tools’. The UFLPA was introduced in the context of an ongoing trade war between the United States and China. Some authors pointed out that most of the WROs issued by the CBP since 2015 have been directed against Chinese products whereas forced labour is endemic in other countries. According to them, this lack of impartiality undermines the credibility of forced labour bans. Consequently, ‘a clear decision-making framework for imposing and lifting restrictions is essential for effective implementation’. Despite its imperfections, the American model based on forced labour ban has been a source of inspiration for the EU which is now designing its own proposal. Much can be learned from the US experience.
4 The EU Response: Proposal for a Regulation on Prohibiting Products Made with Forced Labour on the Union Market

In March 2021, the European Union adopted sanctions (asset freeze, travel ban and restrictions on receiving any EU funds) against Chinese officials and entities involved in human rights violations in the Xinjiang province. To do so, the Council used the European Union’s global human rights sanctions regime enacted in December 2020. This system allows the European Union to impose sanctions on persons who are responsible for serious human rights abuses. Anyone who provides financial, technical or material support, or is otherwise involved in human rights abuses or associated with the perpetrators may also be targeted with restrictive measures which includes legal persons such as corporations. This mechanism is a powerful tool to sanction business actors involved in the Uyghur persecution.

But more interestingly from a business and human rights perspective, the European Union announced that specific legislation will be adopted. In September 2022, inspired by the US model, and based on the European Parliament’s Motion for a Resolution on the Human Rights situation in Xinjiang (2022), the EU Commission published a proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labour on the Union market. The proposal aims to prevent the circulation of goods made with forced labour on the European market. Article 3 declares ‘Economic operators shall not place or make available on the Union market products that are made with forced labour, nor shall they export such products.’ Like Section 307 in the United States, the scope of Article 3 is very broad. All economic operators, irrespective of size or sector, seem to be covered by the proposal.

Article 2 states that economic actor ‘means any natural or legal person or association of persons who is placing or making available products on the Union market or exporting products’. Considering the seriousness of such abuses, all business actors shall be prohibited from using forced labour in their supply chains. This is in line with the UNGPs which emphasise that all business actors, regardless of their size, should respect human rights. The scope of the proposal remains, however, unusual in the European Union. So far, the European Union’s BHR framework has mainly focused on the biggest companies. This is, for instance, the case of the CSRD or of the draft Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive (CSDDD). In the proposal, the Commission only asks competent authorities to 'take into account the size and economic resources of the economic operators' before deciding to launch an investigation but the prohibition to place goods made with forced labour on the market applies to all economic operators. Besides ‘all economic actors’, the proposal applies to every product, like Section 307 of the American Tariff Act. However, competent authorities shall follow a risk-based approach which means that they will have to focus their enforcement efforts on ‘high-risks’ products. The Commission will also release a database of forced labour risks in some geographic areas or sectors. This database could help corporations identify their business relationships using, or susceptible to use, forced labour.

If there is a ‘substantiated concern of a violation of Article 3’, competent authorities designated by Member States for carrying out the obligations set out in the regulation will have the full power to investigate. Whether an economic actor has implemented a forced labour due diligence process will be considered by competent authorities before initiating an investigation. The Commission has planned to issue guidelines to help business actors conduct a proper HRDD process to eradicate forced labour from their operations.

At the end of their investigation, if it appears that Article 3 has been violated, competent national authorities can decide that the economic operator subjected to investigation must be prohibited from placing its goods on the European market or shall withdraw its products from the market. A decision made by one authority must be enforced by competent authorities in other Member States. At least 30 days shall be given to the economic operator to comply with the order. Customs authorities will have to control whether they effectively comply. If the economic operator shows that it has eliminated forced labour from its supply chains – by adopting measures or by cutting its business relationships – competent authorities shall withdraw their decision for the future.

As pointed out in an in-depth analysis requested by the European Parliament, this proposal could usefully complement the CSRD and the CSDDD. Overall, the proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labour on the Union market would force EU-based companies to meaningfully address forced labour in their HRDD process. Otherwise, as it was mentioned by the Commission, withdrawal of goods from the market might be considered a serious human rights abuse. Anyone who provides financial, technical or material support, or is otherwise involved in human rights abuses or associated with the perpetrators may also be targeted with restrictive measures which includes legal persons such as corporations.
ket could have significant financial consequences for them. Companies will bear the costs of disposing of the prohibited product which ‘will provide a strong deterrent and incentive for companies to comply’ and to eradicate coercive labour from their supply chains.93 Taken together with the CSDDD, the proposal for a regulation on forced labour would be a step-up in terms of ensuring companies do carry out due diligence in relation to forced labour.

The proposal is, however, perfectible. In the current draft, the burden of proof is entirely on the competent authorities who would have to establish that the good is made with forced labour. It is an important difference with the UFLPA.94 For the EU Parliament, ‘this is a key element that may hinder the successful implementation of a forced labour products prohibition due to enforcement difficulties’.95 Even if competent authorities have large powers to initiate an investigation and gather evidence,96 it has been recommended to reverse the burden of proof, at least when goods are from countries with State-imposed forced labour like in the Xinjiang province. Importers would have to demonstrate that their products are free from coercive labour.

The proposal does not address the situation of victims’ either.97 To address this shortcoming, a group of experts have recommended that the economic operator pay a fine98 which can be used to fund remedial projects to assist affected workers.99 Another option would be to require that companies implement appropriate remediation measures as a condition for lifting the ban.100 It was also suggested that where a company was sanctioned by a competent authority under the draft regulation, it should be presumed that due diligence obligations established under the draft CSDDD were also breached.101 Whatever solution is adopted, it is crucial ‘to create a worker-centred Regulation’102 and the law must ‘be designed to incentivise the provision of remediation to workers trapped in forced labour’.103 Here again, this will be difficult to achieve in a situation of State-imposed forced labour, and the future regulation will mainly be a tool to express moral disapprobation and put some pressure on China.104

The EU Proposal may raise another question that has not been addressed so far. Is the destruction of goods that have been withdrawn from the European market an acceptable solution?105 Other options, such as giving them to charities, could also be explored.106

5 Conclusion

In this article, we aimed to map the legislative response to the Uyghur persecution in the United States and in the European Union and specifically to explore the growing interest for forced labour import bans legislation. Overall, and even if the literature on the effectiveness of forced labour bans remains limited, due to the fact that fewer bans are currently in place and enforced, we contend that they make a compelling addition to disclosure and HRDD laws. European countries should use forced labour bans to strengthen their legal framework. Disclosure, HRDD and restrictions on imports and exports can usefully complement each other. The European Commission precisely recommended this two-pronged approach in its proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labour on the Union market. Experience (Top Glove) shows that the type of measures included in the proposal could contribute to addressing forced labour and generally improving workers’ labour conditions. While this positive impact is more uncertain when faced with State-imposed forced labour, at least import bans send a strong message that some human rights abuses, because they are too severe, are no longer acceptable. They may also be used to pressure States.

Adopting legislation, however, is not enough. Once import bans are in place, competent authorities may face implementation challenges. To avoid those, they must be properly funded, and be in a position to work efficiently. In this regard, shifting the burden of proof, and asking companies to demonstrate they are not selling goods made with forced labour is an important requirement to include in legislation on import bans. Forced labour import bans must be carefully designed to avoid being instrumentalised and used as ‘political instruments and protectionist trade measures’.107 Relevant actors also need to understand the possible unintended consequences of import bans such as worsening the situation of workers, and the tensions they may create with other policy areas such as climate policy and the energy transition.
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